ARLIS / NA Gay and Lesbian Interests Roundtable
Saturday, April 28, 2007, 3:30 – 5:00pm
Submitted by: Gary Ginther

Ray Anne Lockard, Moderator, Dennis McGuire, Vice-moderator (not present)

Special Interest Groups require a contact person, we need a title for such an individual, like coordinator, etc. Tba.

GLIRT membership agreed to continue as a round table, or special interest group. Further, the website will be moved to the ARLIS site as quickly as possible. It has not been updated since 1999, Gary will contact Nedda. The site need not reside on the NA servers, but rather should link form the NA site. Gary will look into web hosting from OU, and talk to Nedda about other possible server scenarios.

There is a paper archive of past GLIRT events/meetings, Ray Anne will look into archiving this material in Syracuse.

Discussed panel proposals for 2008, Tom Reidel of Denver will remind program planners of SIG meeting needs. Tom will also facilitate the creation of a guide to local GLBT culture in the Denver area: discussed a gallery event for GLBT artists and also a ball game event.

Public Service Panel idea: look at issues surrounding access, col. dev., ref. sources, exhibits, lib. Guides, instruction as they relate to GLBT patrons.

Dist/Listserv: Ray Anne will send it out; we will use it to build a mailing list.

Yahoo Group idea: we will use the dist list for now, send a note to ARLIS/L and solicit those who are interested in being added.

Thanks expressed to Ray Anne for all her hard work.